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Abstract

In order to accurately simulate sheet-metal cutting processes by material shearing mechanisms, such as blanking and punching processes,

a ®nite element model valid for the numerical description of such processes has been developed. Damage and crack propagation have been

taken into account by means of an elastoplastic constitutive law. To study the effects of variation of processes parameters on the geometry of

sheared edges and the force-punch penetration evolution, we have implemented the algorithm of calculation by means of users routine

(UMAT) of ABAQUS/Standard ®nite element code. Final results of the FEM simulation agree with the experimental ones. # 2000

Published by Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

B strain±displacement matrix

Cc critical value of a failure criteria

D damage variable

Dc critical damage value at fracture

DR damage value at which the damaged finite

elements break

E Hooke elastic operator

f yield function coupled with damage

Jr
n Jacobien tensor at increment (n) and iteration (r)

Kr
n stiffness matrix at increment (n) and iteration (r)

Un displacement field at increment (n)

sel initial yield stress

s0 isotropic non-linear hardening law

seq equivalent Von Mises stress

sH hydrostatic pressure

sij stress tensor components

sT
n elastic prediction of the stress tensor components

at increment (n)

sn stress tensor at increment (n).

sn�1 Cauchy stress tensor at increment (n�1)

eeq equivalent plastic strain

eD threshold logarithmic strain at which Le MaõÃtre

damage initiates

eR logarithmic strain value at fracture

etot total strain tensor

eij strain tensor components

eel elastic part of te strain tensor

epl plastic part of te strain tensor

De strain increment

l plastic multiplier

le, me LameÂ constants

1. Introduction

Sheet-metal working by material shearing mechanisms is

one of the most frequently used processes in industry.

Depending on the position of the sheared surface with

respect to the workpiece coordinates, various shearing

processes are used, such as blanking, piercing and cutting

off [16]. Contrary to other operations, such as stamping and

folding where the aim is to plastically deform the sheet,

blanking operations lead to the total rupture of the sheet.
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As the process is performing, the material whose behavior

is non-linear, is subjected to complex strain and stress states

[4,11]. Before complete rupture, the material is subjected to

some phenomena of damage and crack propagation. To

describe the sheet's behavior as the operation is carried

out, various parameters may be used such as the material

state of hardening and damage.

From a numerical point of view, a good description of the

whole process requires the development of reliable algo-

rithms. These allow the crack initiation and propagation

phenomena to be modeled accurately and without computa-

tional divergence. In previous studies [8,12,20,21], that have

dealt with this topic, simpli®ed hypotheses were used,

sometimes in a rather coarse manner.

The aim of this paper is to provide a general FEM

allowing for the numerical simulation of the whole blanking

process. The numerical results obtained by the simulation

were compared with experimental ones to verify the validity

of the FEM proposed.

2. Sheet-metal shearing simulation

Numerous works have developed elaborate numerical

models, using FEM to simulate sheet-metal shearing pro-

cesses. Popat et al. [21] in 1989, used an FE modeling

allowing for the simulation of a blanking operation from the

beginning of the process until the initiation of macro-cracks.

The material of the sheet is assumed to be isotropic, linearly

elastic, linearly strain hardening and to follow the Von Mises

yield criterion. A fracture criterion of equivalent-strain type

was introduced to include the initiating step of the cracks.

The authors postulated that a crack is initiated at any point in

the sheet when the effective strain reaches the fracture strain

value of the material. The program is stopped using the

aforementioned criterion, when the cracks are initiated at

any point of the sheet. From this study, it can be observed

that

� to simulate the contact between the punch, the die and the

sheet, the authors have applied boundary conditions that

are considered stable as calculation is carried out,

neglecting the bending of the sheet,

� the damage phenomenon was not accounted for and the

final rupture was not simulated.

Hartley et al. [13] improved the previous model by taking

into account the management of contact between the tool

and the sheet. Various criteria for predicting the fracture of

the material during the operation were adopted by the

authors. As in previous works, it can be noted that the

progressive damage of the sheet's material was not included

into the formulation of constitutive laws and the program

used for analysis was not suitable for simulating the pro-

pagation of the fracture across the sheet.

Maillard [20] attempted to simulate the blanking opera-

tion with the help of the FE code CASTOR-EVP2D, until

the penetration of the punch reaches 40% of the sheet's

thickness. The material of the sheet was assumed to be

isotropic, linearly elastic and non-linearly strain hardening.

Stages of initiation and propagation of cracks were modeled

by using two ductile rupture criteria, the ®rst of which being

similar to that of Rice and Tracey [22] and the second one

being based upon an equivalent plastic deformation. When

the chosen criterion reaches its critical value, the author

abruptly sets the stiffness of the element to zero. It may be

noted again that the continuously damaging of the material

was not accounted for and that the ®nal rupture could not be

simulated. Recently, Homsi et al. [12] applied the Gurson

model [9] which accounts for the material damage, in order

to describe the behavior of the sheet. In this approach, the

damage variable fv is de®ned as the volume fraction of the

voids in the material. In this way, the authors were able to

simulate the blanking operation up to a punch penetration to

the order of 45% of the sheet's thickness. Nevertheless, the

®nal rupture was not simulated.

3. Behavior of the sheet

The law describing the material behavior should allow for

the description of the different stages of the process

observed experimentally starting from the elastic state

and ending in the ®nal rupture of the sheet. For this, a

behavioral law including damage and failure phenomena

must be chosen. The development of a simulation for sheet-

metal shearing operations may be carried out according to

the schematic diagram given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the approach used.
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3.1. Numerical modeling of damage and ductile fracture

Inspection of the most recent studies in the ®eld of

industrial process simulation shows that, despite the increas-

ing progress in numerical computational methods, there is

still a lack of models dealing with sheet-metal shearing

processes which include ductile damage and fracture phe-

nomena.

Recently, Clift et al. [5] carried out a comparative study by

means of FEMs, which included failure of the material, in

order to investigate metal forming problems. The failure

was numerically predicted by means of several criteria.

Comparing the numerical and the experimental results they

concluded that some criteria which are well suited to

simulate the behavior of the material for certain particular

processes and geometries, cannot be used ef®ciently in other

cases. There is not an universal failure criterion which

allows for the description of any industrial metal forming

process.

3.1.1. Ductile fracture criteria

In order to predict when a structure will undergo rupture,

numerous authors have proposed their own criteria. In the

isotropic case, these failure criteria are scalar functions

involving stresses and/or strains, which depend on physical

and mechanical parameters. They are usually identi®ed by

performing rheological tests on specimens. The failure is

modeled by a mathematical function which is supposed to

represent the physical behavior of the material, and occurs

when the function reaches a critical value Cc. The functions

are often written in the following form:

If

Z eR

0

f �s; eeq� deeq ÿ Cc < 0 there is no failure: (1)

If

Z eR

0

f �s; eeq� deeq ÿ Cc � 0 the failure occurs: (2)

In the above expressions, eR is the strain at rupture, eeq the

equivalent plastic strain de®ned by means of the plastic part

eeq �
������������
2
3
epl

ij e
pl
ij

q
(3)

Different failure criteria which can be applied to predict

the ultimate elastoplastic behavior of structures subjected to

external forces have been detailed by Hambli Ridha [11]. It

can be shown that these criteria are not suitable for describ-

ing the gradual material-degradation which cause the ®rst

crack initiation. Consequently, theoretical formulations have

been developed by means of elastoplastic laws coupled with

continuous damage. In the following, we refer to the work of

Le MaõÃtre and Chaboche [17].

In this, the isotropic damage variable D is de®ned by the

ratio between the total area SD of the micro-cracks and

cavities and the overall sectional area S as follows:

D � SD

S
(4)

The concept of effective stress associated with the pre-

vious de®nition suggests that the damage affects the elas-

ticity modulus E and the yield criterion. The experimental

damage law is determined by a tension test [7,14,18].

4. Finite element study

The algorithms generally implemented in the FE codes for

the integration of the constitutive equations in an incre-

mental form are the so-called radial return algorithms. They

are based upon the notion of an elastic-predictor±plastic-

corrector where a purely elastic trial-state is followed by a

plastic-corrector phase [1,3].

The Newton method is used to solve the non-linear global

equilibrium equations as well as the non-linear local equa-

tions obtained by full implicit integration of the constitutive

equations.

The consistent local tangent modulus is obtained by exact

linearization of the algorithm. In comparison with the use of

the analytical `standard' modulus, the consistent modulus

leads to a faster convergence rate when the Newton algo-

rithm is used to perform iterations in the balance equations.

In this way, an implicit algorithm has been developed which

allows for the integration of the constitutive equations. The

scheme retained seems well suited to handle the non-linear-

ity of the behavioral law [10,19].

The procedure described, was implemented in the general

purpose code ABAQUS/Standard with the help of the user

subroutine UMAT [1,2].

4.1. Global equilibrium equations

Within the framework of the displacement formulation of

FEM, the global equilibrium equations to be satis®ed at each

instant tn�1 can be written in the general form [1]

F�Un�1� � 0 (5)

Un�1 is the displacement ®eld at increment (n�1).

If this non-linear problem is solved iteratively by a New-

ton method, at each global iteration r the following equation

can be written:

F�Ur
n�1� � Kr

n�1�Ur�1
n�1 ÿ Ur

n�1� � 0 with U0
n�1 � Un

(6)

where

Kr
n�1 �

@F

@U

� �r

n�1

�
Z
O

BTJr
n�1B dO dO (7)

where B is the strain±displacement matrix and Jr
n�1 an

approximation of @s=@e� �rn�1

4.2. Local integration

From a numerical point of view the problem consists in

resolving the constitutive equations describing the behavior

of the sheet.
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The set of equations de®ning the problems are derived

from the following:

1. The decomposition of the deformation into an elastic

part and a plastic part:

etot � eel � epl (8)

2. The elastic law coupled with Le MaõÃtre damage law:

sij � �1ÿ D��ledijeel
kk � 2mee

el
ij � (9)

or in Jaumann (corotational) rate form:

_sJ
ij � �1ÿ D��ledij _eel

kk � 2me _eel
ij � (10)

where le and me are Lame's constants.

3. The plastic ¯ow law (implicit scheme):

Depl � Dl
@f

@s
; l being the plastic multiplier: (11)

4. The integration of the damage law:

D � D�sij; eij; ak� (12)

where ak indicates the intrinsic coef®cients of the

material.

5. The integration of the yield function coupled with

damage:

f � seq ÿ �1ÿ D��sel � s0� (13)

sel is the initial yield stress, and s0 the isotropic non-

linear hardening law.

The integration methods of the non-linear constitutive

equations are based on the use of a special algorithm which

solves the equations in incremental form. For this purpose,

during a small time interval [tn, tn�1], it is supposed that the

whole increment is purely elastic, then an elastic prediction

is de®ned as follows:

(a) Elastic-predictor.

sT
n�1 � sn � Ds � �1ÿ Dn�1�Eetot (14)

E is the Hooke elastic operator. If this elastic-predictor

satis®es the yield condition, f<0 the prediction is true and

the local procedure is completed. Then it can be stated that:

sn�1 � sT
n�1 (15)

Otherwise, this state must be corrected by means of a

plastic correction de®ned by the following development:

Plastic correction. The variables at tn�1 must satisfy the

yield condition, i.e. the evolution laws written in the incre-

mental form and elasticity law must satisfy the system:

f � 0 (16)

sn�1 ÿ �1ÿ Dn�1�E�en � Deÿ epl
n ÿ Depl� � 0 (17)

In this case, we must project the stresses sT
n�1 on the

surface of the yield function df, as follows:

sn�1 � P sT
n�1

ÿ �
(18)

where P : R5!df denotes the orthogonal projection on df of

the trial stresses sT
n�1.

4.3. Choice of the damage model

The metal cutting operation depends on the damage

caused to the material. The accurate knowledge of the

material failure process is an essential stage in the selection

of a damage model. In the case of sheet blanking by shearing

processes, numerous authors have studied the different

physical mechanisms leading to the ®nal rupture and pro-

posed their own models.

Dos Santos and Organ [6] carried out a viscoplastic study

of a rectangular-bar cropping operation. They analyzed the

deformation of a pattern engraved on the surface of the

sheared area of the testing bar. They demonstrated, by means

of this observation that the rupture is of a ductile nature and

that the cracks generated by the cropping process follow an

`S', or double `S' pro®le, parallel to the maximum intensity

of the shear stress.

Examining the facies of the sheared edge, Jana and Ong

[14], con®rmed that the blanked edge exhibits microscopic

hemispherical holes which characterize the ductile fracture.

Starting from a different approach which states that the

moment when cracks initiate, the hydrostatic pressure sH is

negative at the cutting edges of the tools, Kasuga et al. [15]

proposed a theoretical model for the damage propagation.

They showed that the cracks which begin at the cutting edges

of the die and the punch grow and spread in the direction of

the material where sH is minimum. Finally, Hambli Ridha

[11] while describing the fundamental fracture mode which

occurs in metal sheet blanking, determined that it is the

equivalent plastic strain which is the main parameter. When

it exceeds a critical value, the fracture of the material takes

place. As a conclusion from the aforementioned works, it is

obvious that a damage law must take into account the

equivalent plastic strain and the hydrostatic pressure value

sH. Such a law would be suitable to describe the damage

process of the material before ®nal rupture.

In the model of isotropic damage evolution of Le MaõÃtre

[17] the damage law is written in the incremental form:

dD � Dc

eR ÿ eD

hRndeeq ÿ eDi (19)

sH is included in the Rn term:

Rn � 2

3
�1� n� � 3�1ÿ 2n� sH

seq

� �2

(20)

n is the Poisson coef®cient, eD the threshold logarithmic

strain at which damage initiates, eR the logarithmic strain

value at fracture and eeq the logarithmic plastic strain. Dc is

the critical damage value at fracture. The operator h i means

that hXi�X if X>0 and hXi�0 if X�0.
This model requires the knowledge of the three para-

meters Dc, eR and eD which are easily identi®ed by means of

a tensile test [11,14].
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4.4. Cracks initiation and propagation simulation

During the analysis, the initiation of crack is supposed to

occur at any point in the structure where the damage reaches

its critical value Dc. The crack propagation is simulated by

the propagation of a completely damaged area. This is taken

into account in the FEM by a decrease in the stiffness of the

elements concerned.

4.5. Interface modeling

Modeling the interaction between the tool and the sheet is

one of the most important considerations necessary to

simulate the blanking process correctly. Modeling the con-

tact at the interfaces between the sheet and the tool, is

handled by adopting a rigid body hypothesis and contact

surface laws de®ned by a Coulomb friction model with a

friction coef®cient value of 0.15.

5. Numerical simulation of a blanking operation

The problem studied here consists of an axisymmetric

blanking operation of a sheet-metal with 3 mm thickness.

The geometrical data is shown in Fig. 2.

The mechanical characteristics of the material obtained

by a tensile test are:

E � 210 000 MPa; n � 0:29

The corresponding strain hardening law takes the non-

linear form (Fig. 3):

s � sel � Ken
pl (21)

with the values of sel�250 MPa, K�1048 MPa and

n�0.196.

The rheological constants for the damage law associated

with the Le MaõÃtre model were found to be: eD�0, eR�0.8

and Dc�0.37.

5.1. Selection of the mesh

In this particular FEM simulation, the selection of

the mesh is of great importance because it must be suitable

to describe the phenomenon of crack initiation and propaga-

tion. Therefore re®ning the mesh in the clearance between

the punch and the die is essential throughout the thickness

of the sheet. Inside the regions where the material is

not subjected to high stress levels, a coarse mesh is suf®-

cient.

The meshing of the model is carried out by means of 1400

quadrangular four node axisymmetric elements. Fig. 4

shows how the mesh has been constructed.

6. Results and discussion

Experiments using devices equipped with electrical

gauges and force tranducer were performed by a 4000 kN

hydraulic press in order to verify the validity of the proposed

FEM.

For the ®rst time, a simpli®ed simulation of the blanking

process was performed neglecting damage. Using the afore-

mentioned algorithm in which the damage value is set to

zero, it is possible to simulate the punch penetration up to

100% of the sheet's thickness, in spite of a large mesh

distortion. The corresponding results are now to be com-

pared to those deduced from the whole theory including

damage.

When the material damage is taken into account, the same

punch penetration has been reached, but with a computing

time about 1.7 times greater. This increase in computing

time is caused by the numerical convergence which is more

and more dif®cult to obtain, as the damage reaches the

Fig. 2. Axisymmetric model of the blanking operation.

Fig. 3. Strain hardening and damage law for 1060 steel (experimental data).
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critical value DR at which the damaged ®nite elements will

break.

As the optimal choice of the press and corresponding tools

is always an industrial goal, the punch force vs. the punch

displacement during the blanking process has been com-

puted. In Fig. 5, in the case of an optimal relative clearance

of 10% of the sheet thickness, three curves are drawn. These

correspond to the numerical predictions, and the experi-

mental results.

It can be seen that the more realistic description of the

process corresponds to the model that includes damage.

Consequently it can be concluded that to be accurately

predicted, the blanking process would necessarily account

for damage. The failure of the sheet presented in Fig. 6 is

obtained for a punch displacement of about 70% of the sheet

thickness. Data for the numerical modeling correspond to

those of the sheet used in experiments.

The computation results corresponding to different dis-

placement steps of the punch penetration and the corre-

sponding graphical issues are presented in Fig. 7. The crack

propagation in the mesh up to ®nal rupture can be observed.

Referring to Figs. 6 and 7d show that the predicted

blanked pro®le is in good agreement with the experimental

one.

As it can be observed, the distortion of the mesh is

restricted to a small area near the die±punch clearance.

Despite all non-linearities arising from contacts between

the sheet and the tools and elastoplastic behavior of the

material, the results demonstrate the robustness and relia-

bility of the algorithm.

6.1. In¯uence of the tool wear

The design of the tool is one of the main features in the

industrial process. Therefore it is necessary to compute, as

accurately as possible, all the forces acting on the sheet and

the tool. For this purpose, several calculations were per-

formed in order to compare the numerical results with

experimental data. The in¯uence of the tool wear on the

punching force and on the evolution of the sheared pro®les

was accounted for by changing the values of the edge radii

Rp and Rd (Fig. 8).

Four geometric shapes of the tool were chosen corre-

sponding to:

� a new die with Rd�0.01 mm,

� a new punch with Rp�0.01 mm,

� three punches with different edge radii Rp�0.06, 0.12

and 0.2 mm.

The comparison between the results obtained by the FE

and those obtained by experiment can be seen in Fig. 9a

and b.

In Fig. 9a, the evolution of the punching forces relative to

the punch penetration for different simulations are shown.

The experimental plots on Fig. 9b shows that for the

various states of punch wear, there is no difference between

the maximum blanking loads. Neverthless, the punch pene-

tration corresponding to the crack initiation in the sheet-

material increases with an increase in punch wear. This is

due to relative increase in the contact area between the

punch and the sheet.

From a competitive industrial point of view, the best

quality of mechanical parts must be obtained with minimum

Fig. 4. Mesh used for the FE model.

Fig. 5. Punching forces against punch travel.

Fig. 6. Experimental blanked pro®le (relative clearance�10%).
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costs. Therefore attention was also focused here on the

geometrical quality of the blanked pro®le.

Two blanked pro®les corresponding to a new punch with a

cutting edge radius Rp�0.01 mm and a used punch with

Rp�0.2 mm are shown in Fig. 10a and b. It was veri®ed in

[8] that the numerical prediction was in very good agreement

with the experimental results.

As it can be expected, in the case of a used punch, the

pro®le of the part boundary presents a bad quality due to the

presence of a burr.

The numerical results compared with the experimental

ones, show the reliability of the FEM according to the

aforementioned damage laws in describing the in¯uence

Fig. 7. Crack propagation in the mesh (relative clearance�10%).

Fig. 8. Geometry of the cutting edges of the tool. Fig. 9. Punching force vs. punch travel for four wear states.
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of punch wear on the mechanical results in the case of

blanking operation processes.

6.2. Metal ¯ow prediction

The material ¯ow caused by the penetration of the punch

into the sheet was carefully investigated by blanking circular

test specimens with concentric circular tools.

The experiment was performed to con®rm that the FE

model was suf®ciently accurate in the prediction of all

mechanical effects of a blanking operation.

In order to detect the orthoradial strains of the specimens

during the blanking operation, ®ve strain gauges were

bonded on the upper surface of the specimens at radial

distances varying from 2 to 10 mm from the cutting edge of

the punch. A schematic illustration of the experimental

apparatus is shown in Fig. 11.

The evolutions of the orthoradial strains vs. punch pene-

tration during the blanking operation, as recorded by the ®ve

gauges, are plotted in Fig. 12b. The corresponding ®ve

curves obtained by the FE simulation are drawn in Fig. 12a.

It can be observed that, the closer the gauge to the sheared

of the sheet, the higher the amplitude of the strain.

The obvious agreement between the numerical results and

the experimental data con®rms the reliability of the FEM

algorithm in describing the ¯ow of the sheet material during

the process.

7. Conclusion

Sheet-metal blanking is one of the main industrial process

for forming mechanical parts, therefore attention must be

focused on its simulation. It has been shown that an accurate

simulation of the process leads to an optimal choice of

forming parameter.

The material behavior has to be accurately known, espe-

cially in accounting for damage evolution and rupture

simulation. A realistic and suf®cient damage law is the

Le MaõÃtre and Chaboche's one which leads to good predic-

tions in the simulation of blanking processes. It was noted

that the choice of large displacements formulation, an

incremental algorithmic process, and complex behavioral

law do not have any in¯uence on the numerical convergence

of the computational scheme.

The crack initiation and propagation can be predicted

accurately without computational divergence from the

moment of crack initiation to the complete rupture of the

sheet-part. throughout the process simulation, experimental

and numerical results are always in good agreement.

From a computational point of view, the results obtained

by means of ABAQUS/Standard routines, which account for

the contact law between tool and sheet and incremental

computations strategy, give good results compared to experi-

mental ones. For relative punch penetrations up to 70%, the

distortion of the FE are still satisfactory and calculations can

be done without problems.

Fig. 10. Predicted pro®les corresponding to two states of the punch wear

(clearance�10%).

Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of the testing device.

Fig. 12. Orthoradial strains vs. punch penetration.
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From a practical point of view, simulation can provide

useful information about the in¯uence of the tool-wear on

the quality of the external shape of the blanked parts.
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